How to track accurately through the supply chain? Confidex’s RFID tags and labels offer a wide variety of products specifically designed for tracking items real-time on the road or in a warehouse.

RFID brings real-time visibility and efficiency to Industry 4.0 supply chain:

- efficient management of the increased, unique product variants
- accurate inventories and optimized warehouse operations
- easy handling of increased item complexity

NEW PRODUCTS!

Confidex Crosswave Classic™ - Modular Dual-Dipole Logistics Label

Confidex Flex™ - Flexible On-Metal Label for Component Tracking

Contact us - let’s discuss how RFID can support your business!
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FOR METAL ASSETS
Confidex Ironside Slim™

- Confidex Ironside Slim™ is a tag solution for tracking various assets from returnable transit items to industrial assets. The tag is tuned to have specifically good on-metal functionality together with the slim structure.

Confidex Carrier Tough II™

- Carrier Tough II™ offers an easy-to-use solution for tagging various kinds of industrial assets or returnable transit items - like roll cages, pallets, plastic crates and totes. Due to its unique design, Carrier Tough II performs well both on metal surfaces as well as on other materials.

FOR PLASTIC ASSETS
Confidex Carrier Pro™

- Confidex Carrier Pro™ is designed to resist typical washing processes which returnable plastic containers will be facing during their lifecycle. Additionally, Carrier Pro has white thermal transfer printable face for visualizing the tag’s EPC code or other data.

FOR PACKAGING
Confidex Casey™

- Confidex Casey™ is a single-use label especially in applications in which the RFID label is placed close to high dielectric materials. Typical applications include retail item e.g. plastic or corrugated cardboard case identification, where content varies from fruits, vegetables, other groceries to liquid bottles or utilities.